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Summary:
This session focuses on the process of developing small grants for mentorship. Whether you need funding to develop, implement, or evaluate a mentorship program or to develop a mentorship program for individuals to develop their skills in grant writing, this session addresses both. Practical tips will be presented.

Abstract Text:
This session focuses on the process of developing small grants for mentorship. Whether you need funding to develop, implement, or evaluate a mentorship program or to develop a mentorship program for individuals to develop their skills in grant writing, this session addresses both. Practical tips will be presented.
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a. Broad-based Mentorship Program Development
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II. Applicable Sigma Small Grants
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Professional Experience: In the past five years, I have spoken at a variety of International/National Conferences such as Sigma Theta Tau International in Brisbane, Australia, NLN Summit 2002 in Anaheim, California, and 9th Annual Conference: Primary Care for the Underserved in Detroit, Michigan. Topics of presentations have ranged from healthcare literacy research, how to write and get abstracts accepted and collaborative interdisciplinary education projects. In addition to presentations, I have taught undergraduate research courses, undergraduate courses, undergraduate teaching courses, and graduate courses. I have had extensive experience converting these courses to online delivery methods. Manuscripts have resulted from each of the above presentations and other topics.

Author Summary: Dr. Boswell speaks at numerous conferences. She has published on healthcare literacy, online teaching, mentoring, and research. She has been an educator for more than 10 years, working at multiple levels Dr. Boswell is a strong advocate for effective faculty and peer mentoring. She is currently on the faculty at the school of nursing at Texas Tech University HSC.
Professional Experience: Dr. Lois S. Marshall is the Editor of Mosby's Clinical Key Evidence-Based Nursing Monographs. She conducts webinars on evidence-based nursing practice in diverse practice settings for Elsevier throughout the year. She is the author of Evidence-Based Nursing White Papers for Elsevier as well. She has presented/schedule to present on Evidence-Based Nursing Practice: Consumer and/or Generator at varied nursing conferences nationally. In addition, Dr. Marshall is the Research and Evidence-Based Column Editor for the Journal of Radiology Nursing where she publishes a quarterly column on topics of research, evidence-based practice, and grant writing. Dr. Marshall is an expert on abstract and small grant writing. She is a mentor to those seeking to write evidence-based abstracts and grants and integrate evidence-based nursing into their practices, curricula, organizations, and writings.

Author Summary: Dr. Lois Marshall, a nurse educator for 38 years, is actively involved in the profession, serving as a mentor/consultant/author/editor. Authored, Take Charge of Your Nursing Career: Open the Door to Your Dreams (2010); Provides research expertise re: test taking strategies, outcomes assessment/evaluation re: NCLEX-RN examination; Provides consultation re: curriculum development/evaluation; Coordinator, Career Centers, NSNA; STTI; Research Column Editor, Journal of Radiology Nursing; Presents nationally/internationally: developing/ writing grants/research proposals/evidence-based nursing research; Editor, Elsevier's Evidence-Based Nursing Monographs.
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Professional Experience: Matthew Howard is a Sigma member and Director of Educational Resources at Sigma Theta Tau International. He helps provide educational content for members to take advantage of, through continuing nursing education courses, publications, and Sigma events.

Author Summary: Matthew Howard is a Sigma member and Director of Educational Resources at Sigma Theta Tau International. He helps provide educational content for members to take advantage of, through continuing nursing education courses, publications, and Sigma events.